Reliable Rescue Routing Optimization for Urban Emergency Logistics under Travel Time Uncertainty
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Abstract: The reliability of rescue routes is critical for urban emergency logistics during disasters. However, studies on reliable rescue routing under stochastic networks are still rare. This paper proposes a multobjective rescue routing model for urban emergency logistics under travel time reliability. A hybrid metaheuristic integrating ant colony optimization (ACO) and tabu search (TS) was designed to solve the model. An experiment optimizing rescue routing plans under a real urban storm event, was carried out to validate the proposed model. The experimental results showed how our approach can improve rescue efficiency with high travel time reliability.
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1. Introduction

Cities are becoming increasingly vulnerable to all kinds of hazards or events, such as floods and earthquakes, because of the unpredictable impacts of global climate changes. As a critical aspect of disaster relief operations, the development of comprehensive and efficient rescue plans for urban spaces is urgent. The timely and effective mobilization of resources is essential in aiding people who are vulnerable to natural disasters. However, variations in road travel times under disaster conditions may render emergency responses ineffective and result in increased uncertainties. Therefore, it is important to develop strategies for creating reliable emergency rescue plans.

The problem to be addressed in this research is rescue vehicle routing with stochastic link travel times. Many models and algorithms have been proposed to solve the vehicle routing problem (VRP) from different perspectives, such as the VRP related to pickup and delivery [1], the multidepot VRP [2], and the VRP with a time window [3–5]. However, most of them consider the transportation network to be deterministic. The complex nature of emergencies, as well as the lack of knowledge of data (e.g., demand, supply, or cost) in such situations, imply uncertainties in rescue vehicle route optimization. Although some models have been developed for emergency logistics with demand or supply uncertainty [6], for instance, one study [7] proposed a decision support framework for addressing emergency routing problems by taking into account both travel time and deadline uncertainty, the research on travel time/cost uncertainty is relatively insufficient [8]. The lack of research in this direction may be attributed to the lack of real disaster-related travel time data.
In view of the above, this study aims to propose a multiobjective rescue routing (MORR) model, which considers travel time uncertainty for scenarios in which multiple rescue vehicles are dispatched to multiple destinations. Travel time uncertainty will be estimated based on real data. The reliability of travel time is defined as the frequency of successful trips made within a desired time interval [9–11]. Determining the $\alpha$-reliable path requires finding a reliable path with the minimum travel time budget, such that the probability that the path travel time is less than or equal to the travel time budget, which is greater than or equal to $\alpha$ [9]. The $\alpha$-reliable path is used to guarantee reliability, with a confidence level $\alpha$, in a stochastic transportation environment.

The objectives of the proposed model are to minimize the sum of the travel time budgets of all rescue vehicles and the maximum travel time budget of an individual rescue vehicle with a certain reliable arrival probability, $\alpha$. A hybrid metaheuristic integrating ant colony algorithm (ACO) and tabu search (TS) is proposed to solve this routing model. An experiment on optimizing rescue routing plans for an urban storm flooding disaster will be carried out to validate the proposed model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief literature review. Section 3 defines travel time reliability, the bi-level rescue network, and the rescue vehicle routing problem. A multiobjective optimization model and a hybrid metaheuristic are presented in Section 4. Section 5 introduces the study area and data used. Section 6 analyzes the results of the computational experiments and discusses the sensitivities of the travel time budget of routing plans for different on-time arrival probabilities. The final section provides concluding remarks and future research directions.

2. Literature Review

In recent years, there have been many studies on disaster relief logistics. These studies mainly fall into one of four categories: facility location, inventory management, relief supply collaboration, and network flow problems [8,12]. For network flow problems, many studies have been conducted to achieve rescue path optimization during an emergency response [13–23]. In general, these studies have focused on how to develop suitable mathematical models and algorithms to derive optimal solutions regarding minimum travel time or cost. Transportation networks are considered to be deterministic in most studies. For instance, in the research of [20], a robust methodology for the dispatching and routing of emergency vehicles in a post-disaster environment was proposed, and the traversal speed of each road segment was estimated using a linear function of the expected level of damage of this road. According to Wang et al. [21], route-traveling time is dependent on the length of the route and the normal or maximum velocity associated with a vehicle. These studies considered time-dependent or damage-level-related travel time, but the uncertainties related to disasters were neglected.

Research on the uncertainties of emergency logistics is mainly related to demand or supply uncertainty [6]. Different models have been developed for emergency logistics preparation planning under demand uncertainty [16,24,25]. For instance, Mete and Zabinsky [25] presented a two-stage stochastic programming model for the warehouse selection and storage of medical supplies in the case of demand uncertainty. All sources of uncertainty (demand/supply/cost) can also be integrated into a multiobjective stochastic programming model to determine the location of relief distribution centers, the required inventory quantities for each type of relief item in storage, and the amount of transportation from relief distribution centers to affected areas [18]. However, research on travel time/cost uncertainty is relatively insufficient [8]. Although the study in [7] proposed a decision support framework for addressing emergency routing problems, taking into account both travel time and deadline uncertainty, the travel time uncertainty was assigned with different levels according to the author’s experience.

Some studies have focused on the shortest path calculation between an origin–destination pair, while considering travel time uncertainty [26–28]. Miao et al. [26] proposed a reliable route searching method in an uncertain network, with the uncertainty of the road network travel time being depicted by means of a disaster scenario union. Zhang and Kong [27] built a route choice model by
considering travel time reliability, road disruption risk, and complexity. Lu and Sheu [28] proposed a model for minimizing the worst-case deviation in the maximum travel time between urgent relief distribution centers and relief stations. Due to random link capacity degradations, travel times are highly stochastic [29]. Travel times were thus viewed as random variables, and followed a probability distribution, for example an exponential, normal, or lognormal distribution [30]. Algorithms have been proposed to find reliable shortest paths or most reliable paths between an origin–destination pair by assuming travel times following a normal or lognormal distribution [9,31]. However, these cannot be easily applied to rescue vehicle routing in the case of multiple destinations (affected areas).

The problem in this research is the rescue vehicle routing problem with stochastic link travel times, which is a variant of the VRP. As a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problem, the VRP has been studied for decades, and many algorithms have been proposed to solve it [32–38]. Among the approaches proposed in the literature, metaheuristics are considered to be efficient and effective state-of-the-art methods. One of the most studied metaheuristic algorithms for vehicle routing problems is ACO [33]. ACO has some advantages, including its ability to explore a solution space [34,35], while it is prone to fall into local optima. TS is another widely used metaheuristic. There are some examples of TS for vehicle routing problems [36,37]. TS starts from a certain initial solution and applies short- or long-term memory to escape from local optima [30]. The quality of the initial solution is of vital importance for the efficiency of TS. Therefore, ACO and TS will be integrated to improve the quality of solutions and the convergence speed [38].

3. The Rescue Routing Problem

3.1. Problem Definition

In this study, we assume that multiple areas are affected by a disaster simultaneously. Since the capacity of a rescue vehicle is limited, multiple rescue vehicles are required to leave the warehouse at the same time to provide rescue services (e.g., to provide medical assistance to injured individuals) to each affected area. When a rescue vehicle arrives at one affected area, it unloads a set of rescue facilities and several rescue personnel and then leaves for another affected area. Our aim is to plan the best routes for the rescue task; therefore, the return routes of the rescue vehicles from the last affected area to the warehouse are not considered in this study. Before establishing the mathematical model, we first propose the following assumptions:

(1) There is only one warehouse in the study area.
(2) All the rescue vehicles should set out from the warehouse only.
(3) One rescue vehicle can provide rescue services to only one affected area once.
(4) The duration of unloading of the facilities of a rescue vehicle at each affected area is ignored because it is much shorter than the rescue route travel time within a large-scale road network.
(5) The return routes of rescue vehicles are not considered.
(6) The travel time along each road is a stochastic variable.

3.2. Travel Time Reliability

Since road travel times within an urban road network are highly stochastic, the transportation network in this study is defined as a directed stochastic graph \( G(N, A) \), where \( N \) is the set of road nodes and \( A \) is the set of road links connecting two nodes. In a stochastic \( G(N, A) \), for each node \( i \) in \( N \), there is a directed successor node set, \( SCN(i) = \{ j : a_{ij} \in A \} \), and a directed predecessor node set, \( PRN(i) = \{ k : a_{ki} \in A \} \). In addition, we assume that each link, \( a_{ij} \in A \), has a random travel time, \( T_{ij} \), with a given probability density function (PDF). The mean value and standard deviation are identified as \( \mu_{ij} \) and \( \sigma_{ij} \), respectively. The distribution of link travel times was quantified for the road network in this study using empirical data (see Section 4), and it was found that a lognormal distribution was more representative of roadway travel times than a normal distribution. This result is also in line
with the research of Srinivasan et al. [31] and Rakha et al. [39]. Therefore, this research assumes that the travel time of each link follows a lognormal distribution. Then, the mathematical formula of the random travel time of each link, \( T_{ij} \), and the probability density function (PDF) corresponding to it can be defined as follows [40]:

\[
\ln T_{ij} \sim N(\mu_{ij}, \sigma_{ij}^2) \tag{1}
\]

\[
f(T_{ij}; \mu_{ij}, \sigma_{ij}^2) = \frac{1}{T_{ij} \sigma_{ij} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\ln T_{ij} - \mu_{ij})^2}{2\sigma_{ij}^2}} \tag{2}
\]

Subsequently, the travel time, \( T^{rs} \), corresponding to the path, \( P^{rs} \), can be written as:

\[
T^{rs} = \sum_{a_{ij} \in A} T_{ij} z_{ij}^{rs} \tag{3}
\]

where nodes \( r \) and \( s \) represent an origin–destination pair of path, \( P^{rs} \), with \( r \in N \) and \( s \in N \). \( z_{ij}^{rs} \) is defined as:

\[
z_{ij}^{rs} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if arc } a_{ij} \text{ on path } P^{rs} \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

\( T^{rs} \) is also a random variable, and its distribution is the joint PDF of all link travel times along the path. In this study, it is assumed that all link travel times \( (T_{12}, \ldots, T_{ij}, \ldots) \) are statistically independent. The correlations between link travel times are omitted in this study for simplicity. This common assumption has been used in previous studies [9,39]. The mean value, \( \mu^{rs} \), and standard deviation, \( \sigma^{rs} \), of \( T^{rs} \) are estimated by Wilkinson’s approach [31,34]:

\[
e^{(\mu^{rs} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma^{rs^2})} = \sum_{a_{ij} \in A} z_{ij}^{rs} e^{(\mu_{ij} + \frac{\sigma_{ij}^2}{2})} \tag{5}
\]

\[
e^{(2\mu^{rs} + \sigma^{rs^2})} e^{(\sigma^{rs^2} - 1)} = \sum_{a_{ij} \in A} z_{ij}^{rs} e^{(2\mu_{ij} + \sigma_{ij}^2)} e^{(\sigma_{ij}^2 - 1)} \tag{6}
\]

Then, \( \mu^{rs} \) and \( \sigma^{rs} \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
\mu^{rs} = \ln \left[ \sum_{a_{ij} \in A} z_{ij}^{rs} e^{(\mu_{ij} + \frac{\sigma_{ij}^2}{2})} \right] - \frac{(\sigma^{rs})^2}{2} \tag{7}
\]

\[
(\sigma^{rs})^2 = \ln \left[ \sum_{a_{ij} \in A} z_{ij}^{rs} e^{2\mu_{ij} + \sigma_{ij}^2} e^{(\sigma_{ij}^2 - 1)} \right] + 1 \tag{8}
\]

### 3.3. Bi-Level Transportation Network Representation

This study presents a bi-level transportation network structure to guarantee that each disaster point can be visited by one rescue vehicle. The abovementioned \( G(N, A) \) is the lower-level network, which is the actual transportation network (Figure 1a). The upper-level network is a VRP network defined as \( \text{VRP}_G(\text{VRP}_N, \text{VRP}_A) \) (Figure 1c), where \( \text{VRP}_N \) is a set of nodes representing the warehouse and disaster points and \( \text{VRP}_A \) is a set of links representing the virtual connections between each node in \( \text{VRP}_N \). If there exists a path from a VRP node \( x \) to another VRP node \( y \), then there is a VRP link \((x, y)\), and vice versa. As shown in Figure 1b, there are several feasible paths between VRP nodes \( b \) and \( c \) in the lower-level transportation network. Therefore, there is a link from VRP node \( b \) to \( c \) in the upper-level \( \text{VRP}_G \) in Figure 1c.
Since the lower-level network $G(N, A)$ is a stochastic network, the upper-level VRP network $VRP_G(VRP_N, VRP_A)$ is stochastic as well, and the mean and variance values of the travel time of each VRP link can be calculated using Equations (7) and (8), respectively. For a given on-time arrival probability, $\alpha$, the mean and variance values of the travel time of VRP link $(x, y)$ are considered as those of the reliable shortest path from VRP node $x$ to $y$ under probability $\alpha$.

Figure 1. Example of bi-level rescue network.

3.4. $\alpha$-Reliable Rescue Route

Since the actual travel time of rescue vehicles depends on the distance between the warehouse and disaster points and on the congestion level within the traffic network, decision makers or route planners cannot determine the travel time budgets of vehicles prior to their trips. The concept of an $\alpha$-reliable path has been used in many pretrip planning systems to reflect travelers’ desired risk attitudes towards travel time uncertainty [9]. This study uses the concept of an $\alpha$-reliable path to help decision makers evaluate the probability of on-time arrival for a rescue mission.

3.4.1. $\alpha$-Reliable Path

For VRP nodes $r$ and $s$, the $\alpha$-reliable path from $r$ to $s$ can be defined with respect to a prespecified on-time arrival probability $\alpha$. Chen et al. [9] provided a detailed definition of this in their research. Equation (9) guarantees that the probability that the travel time is smaller than a predicable value will be greater than a confidence level $\alpha$. Equation (10) ensures that the links on the $\alpha$-reliable path are feasible.

$$ Pr\left( \sum_{(i,j) \in P^s_i} T_{ij} z_{ij}^s \leq T \right) \geq \alpha $$

$$ \sum_{j \in SCN(i)} z_{ij}^s - \sum_{k \in PRN(i)} z_{ik}^s = \begin{cases} 1 & i = r \\ 0 & i \neq r; i \neq s \\ -1 & i = s \end{cases} $$

The problem of obtaining a reliable path that can fulfill all the constraints above is actually a problem of solving the inverse function of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a path’s travel time. The inverse function of the CDF is defined here as $\Phi^{-1}_{T_{rs}}(\cdot)$. Therefore, the travel time of the reliable path from VRP node $r$ to $s$, based on the $\alpha$-reliable path, $T^s(\alpha)$, can be defined as follows:

$$ T^s(\alpha) = \Phi^{-1}_{T_{rs}}(\alpha) = CDF^{-1}(t^s, \sigma^s, \alpha) $$
3.4.2. α-Reliable Rescue Route

The α-reliable rescue route in this study is an open route from the warehouse to other disaster points. As shown in Figure 2, there are three open rescue routes, denoted as \( r_1 \{a, d\}, r_2 \{a, b, e\}, \) and \( r_3 \{a, c\} \), where \( a \) is the warehouse and \( b, c, d, \) and \( e \) are disaster points. The travel times of \( r_1, r_2, \) and \( r_3 \) with an on-time arrival probability, \( \alpha \), are also indicated in Figure 2. The paths between the warehouse, \( a \), and other disaster points or the paths between disaster points, such as \( p_1 \{a, 1, 5, b\} \) and \( p_2 \{b, 7, 8, 9, e\} \), are the α-reliable rescue paths defined above.

\[
\text{Figure 2. Example of α-reliable rescue routes from warehouse to affected areas.}
\]

3.5. Mathematical Formulation of the MORR

Under the foregoing assumptions, the rescue routing problem in this study can be described as follows. In a transportation network with many affected areas, the travel time along each path is stochastic. A fleet of rescue vehicles will travel from a warehouse to the affected areas to facilitate the distribution of relief supplies and rescue. The minimization of the travel time budget of all rescue vehicles under a high reliable arrival probability is one objective of this study. To avoid imbalance of the travel time budget of each rescue vehicle, the minimization of the maximum travel time budget of an individual rescue vehicle is the other objective. The multiobjective model for solving the rescue routing problem is as follows. Table 1 presents a list of the mathematical annotations used in the proposed model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F_1 )</td>
<td>sum of travel time budgets of all rescue vehicles</td>
<td>( T_{k}^{od}(\alpha) )</td>
<td>travel time budget of rescue vehicle ( k ) from VRP node ( o ) to ( d ) under reliable arrival probability ( \alpha )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_2 )</td>
<td>maximum travel time budget of an individual rescue vehicle</td>
<td>( w_1, w_2 )</td>
<td>weights of ( F_1 ) and ( F_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F = {0, 1, 2, \ldots, n} )</td>
<td>set of numbered affected areas (VRP nodes); ( 0 ) denotes the warehouse</td>
<td>( x_{rk} )</td>
<td>decision variables; 1 indicates that vehicle ( k ) travels from VRP node ( r ) to ( s ) (0 otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P = {1, 2, \ldots, m} )</td>
<td>set of rescue vehicles</td>
<td>( y_{rk} )</td>
<td>decision variables; 1 indicates that vehicle ( k ) visits VRP node ( r ) (0 otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_k )</td>
<td>loading capacity of a rescue vehicle</td>
<td>( w_1 \times F_1 + w_2 \times F_2 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\min R = \min(w_1 \times F_1 + w_2 \times F_2)
\]

(12)
\[ F_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{m} T_{kd}^a(\alpha) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} \sum_{r=0}^{n} \sum_{s=1}^{n} T_{rs}^a(\alpha)x_{rsk} \]  

\[ F_2 = \max_{k=1}^{m} T_{kd}^a(\alpha) = \max_{r=0}^{n} \sum_{s=1}^{n} T_{rs}^a(\alpha)x_{rsk} \]  

Requirements:

\[ y_{rk} = \sum_{s=1}^{n} x_{rsk}, \forall r, k \in P \]  

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{m} y_{rk} = 1, \forall r \in F \]  

\[ \sum_{r=1}^{n} x_{r0k} = 0, \forall k \in P \]  

\[ \sum_{s=1}^{n} x_{0sk} \leq 1, \forall k \in P \]  

\[ \sum_{r=0}^{n} x_{ruk} = \sum_{s=0}^{n} x_{usk}, \forall u = 1, 2, \ldots, n; \forall k \in P \]  

\[ 1 \leq \sum_{r=1}^{n} y_{rk} \leq C_k, \forall k \in P \]  

\[ (r, s) \in VRP_A, \sigma = 0, \forall d = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]  

The objective function, \( R \), is a linear combination of \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), which are two objective functions used to minimize the sum of the travel time budgets of all rescue vehicles and the maximum travel time budget of an individual rescue vehicle with a certain reliable arrival probability, \( \alpha \), respectively. Constraints (15) and (16) ensure that each affected area can be visited by only one vehicle. Constraints (17) and (18) ensure that each rescue path from the warehouse can only be accessible by one vehicle and that the vehicle does not need to return to the warehouse after completing the rescue task. Constraint (19) ensures the continuity of each rescue path. Constraint (20) states that each rescue vehicle, \( k \), should participate in the mission and never patrol more than \( C_k \) affected areas, where \( C_k \) is the loading capacity of a rescue vehicle.

4. The Hybrid Metaheuristic for Solving the MORR Problem

4.1. An Overview of the Proposed Hybrid Metaheuristic

To solve the MORR problem in this study, a hybrid metaheuristic integrating ACO and TS (ACO-TS) is proposed. ACO algorithms have some advantages in solving combinatorial optimization problems because of the effective exploration ability of ants [34,35], while they are prone to fall into local optima. Tabu search is an iterative local search algorithm that starts from a certain initial solution and applies short- or long-term memory to escape from local optima [41]. The initial solution is significant for the tabu search approach. Therefore, ant colony optimization and tabu search are integrated in this study to increase the solution quality and improve the convergence speed.

The ACO-TS comprises two parts, namely, global search and local search. To obtain a preferable initial solution, ACO is adopted in the global search. Subsequently, based on the initial solution, the TS algorithm is utilized in the local search to improve the global optimization ability of the proposed hybrid metaheuristic. An overview of the ACO-TS is shown in Figure 3.
The ACO-TS comprises two parts, namely, global search and local search. To obtain a preferable initial solution, ACO is adopted in the global search. Subsequently, based on the initial solution, the TS algorithm is utilized in the local search to improve the global optimization ability of the proposed hybrid metaheuristic. An overview of the ACO-TS is shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Main Steps of the ACO-TS Algorithm

This section describes only the most important modifications made to the original ACO and TS algorithms. For details regarding ACO and TS, please refer to [41,42], respectively. We will not repeat the basic descriptions of these two algorithms.

4.2.1. Global Search Using the ACO Algorithm (Step 3)

In this study, we utilize the ACO algorithm for global search. The problem can be described as follows: ant $e$ leaves the warehouse or an affected area, $r$, calculates state transition probability, $P_{rs}^e(t)$, according to pheromone concentration and heuristic information, then chooses the next affected area, $s$.

$$P_{rs}^e(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{\tau_{rs}(t)^{\delta} \eta_{rs}(t)^{\beta}}{\sum_{k \notin tabue} \tau_{rs}(t)^{\delta} \eta_{rs}(t)^{\beta}} & \text{if } k \notin tabue \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}$$

(22)

$$\eta_{rs} = 1/t_{rs}$$

(23)

$$t_{rs} = \min_{s \in VRP \_G} T_{rs}^{-1}(\alpha)$$

(24)

In the formulas above, $\tau_{rs}(t)$ is the amount of pheromone on the VRP link $(r, s)$ at time, $t$; $\eta_{rs}$ is the inverse of edge weight, $t_{rs}$; $\delta$ is the pheromone heuristic factor; and $\beta$ is the visibility heuristic factor. tabue is the tabu list, recording the disaster areas that ant $e$ has visited.

Since there are several feasible paths from VRP node $r$ to $s$ in the lower-level network $G(N, A)$, $t_{rs}$ is considered here as the travel time budget of the reliable shortest path from VRP node $r$ to $s$ under on-time arrival probability, $\alpha$. The reliable shortest path problem is non-additive, and the travel time of a path cannot simply be described as the sum of the travel times of relative links; thus, traditional methods for computing the shortest path, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm, are unsuitable for this scenario. In this study, the reliable shortest path between two VRP nodes and its corresponding travel time...
are calculated using the multicriteria label-setting algorithm proposed by Chen et al. [9]. Once the number of visited disaster areas exceeds the capacity of a rescue vehicle, ant \( r \) starts a new route from the warehouse again until all disaster areas are visited. All visited nodes are added to the tabu list, and a solution, \( S_c \), is generated. \( S_c \) contains \( m \) rescue open routes, where \( m \) is the number of rescue vehicles. Accordingly, when all ants finish their tours, a solution set is obtained.

4.2.2. Evaluation Function (Step 4)

In this step, the performance of each solution, \( S_{opt} \), is evaluated. The evaluation function (Equation (12)) is an objective function that involves minimizing both the sum of the travel times of all rescue vehicles and the maximum travel time of an individual rescue vehicle with an arrival probability, \( \alpha \). The travel time budget of a solution, \( S_{opt} \), is obtained as follows.

**Step 1.** Calculate the mean value, \( \mu^e \), and the standard deviation, \( \sigma^e \), of VRP link \((r, s)\). Each VRP link \((r, s)\) belonging to \( S_c \) contains several links in the lower-level network \( G(N, A) \). According to the assumption in Section 3.2, the travel times of these links are statistically independent. Therefore, the mean value, \( \mu^e \), and the standard deviation, \( \sigma^e \), of the travel times of VRP link \((r, s)\) can be calculated by Equations (7) and (8).

**Step 2.** Calculate the travel time budget for each open route in \( S_c \), and find the longest travel time budget of an individual rescue vehicle, \( t_{max} \). An open route consists of a set of VRP links, and the mean value, \( \mu^s \), and the standard deviation, \( \sigma^s \), for VRP link \((r, s)\) are obtained in Step 1. Then, the travel time budget of an open route with a reliable arrival probability, \( \alpha \), can be calculated by Equation (11). By comparing the travel time budgets of all open routes in \( S_c \), the longest travel time budget of an individual rescue vehicle, \( t_{max} \), can be obtained.

**Step 3.** Calculate the sum of the travel time budgets \( (t_{all}) \) of all open routes in \( S_c \). The mean value, \( \mu^s \), and the standard deviation, \( \sigma^s \), for each VRP link \((r, s)\) in \( S_c \) have already been calculated in Step 1, so the travel time budget of all open routes \( (t_{all}) \) in \( S_c \) with a reliable arrival probability, \( \alpha \), can also be calculated by Equation (11).

The result of the evaluation function can be written as \( w_1 \times t_{all} + w_2 \times t_{max} \). The solution \( Route_{best}(t) \) is the best solution of the global search procedure and is delivered to the local search procedure for further optimization.

4.2.3. Local Search Using TS (Step 5)

TS is utilized to update the best solutions. It optimizes solutions using two neighborhood operators: the 2-opt operator and the 1-1 exchange operator (Figure 4). These two neighborhood operators are widely used in many local search algorithms [43].

---

**Figure 4.** Neighborhood operators.
2-opt operator

For the case of two open routes (e.g., $r_1$, $r_2$), disconnect them at some place (e.g., node $b$ along $r_1$ and node $j$ along $r_2$). Then, the remaining links after node $b$ along $r_1$ are swapped with the remaining links after node $j$ along $r_2$.

1-1 exchange operator

Regarding two open routes (e.g., $r_1$, $r_2$), node $b$ and node $j$ are swapped between $r_1$ and $r_2$.

In each iteration, the 2-opt operator is executed first, followed by the 1-1 exchange operator. This process is repeated $n$ times in each iteration, where $n$ is the number of affected areas. Each affected area is therefore processed using all improvement operators. The move from the current solution, $S_e$, to the neighborhood solution, $S'_e$, is recorded in the tabu list to prevent cycling. The length of the tabu list is $L$. The aspiration criterion is used to determine when the tabu restriction can be overridden. If a move in the tabu list reappears but the new route is better than any solution found before, then the new solution will still be accepted.

4.2.4. Update Pheromone Concentration (Step 6)

The pheromone will be updated after all the ants complete their tours and can be formulated as:

$$\tau_{rs}(t+1) = \tau_{rs}(t)(1 - \rho) + \Delta \tau_{rs}$$

$$\Delta \tau_{rs} = \sum_k Q v_{krs}$$

$$v_{krs} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if ant } k \text{ passes VRP link } (r,s) \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}$$

where $v_{krs}$ indicates whether ant $k$ passes the VRP link $(r,s)$; $Q$ is the total amount of pheromone; and $R$ denotes the value of the objective function. $\tau_{rs}(t+1)$ is the pheromone remaining on the VRP link $(r,s)$ after $t+1$ iterations; $\Delta \tau_{rs}$ is the pheromone increment on the VRP link $(r,s)$; and $\rho$ is the pheromone evaporation factor ($\rho \in [0,1]$).

4.3. Pseudocode of the Algorithm

The pseudocode of the proposed ACO-TS algorithm is summarized as follows.

**Notations:**

- $Route_{best}(i)$: the best solution at current iteration $i$
- $I_{ant}$: the maximum number of iterations of ACO
- $N_{ant}$: the number of ants
- $I_{tabu}$: the maximum number of iterations of TS
- $n$: the number of VRP nodes
- $S'$: the final best solution

As shown in the pseudocode, the proposed ACO-TS has the same time complexity as ACO. Lines 3 to 6 correspond to the solution construction and evaluation procedure, the time complexity of which is $O(N_{ant} \times n)$, where $n$ is the number of VRP nodes. Lines 7 to 15 correspond to the TS procedure, the complexity of which is $O(I_{tabu} \times n)$. $N_{ant}$ and $I_{tabu}$ are the parameters. Integrating TS into ACO does not increase the time complexity of ACO, but the global convergence speed of ACO can be improved.
Algorithm (ACO-TS)

1. Input the road network and initialize parameters
2. For generation $i = 1 \ldots I_{\text{ant}}$
3. For ant $e = 1 \ldots N_{\text{ant}}$
4. Visit all VRP nodes and obtain a solution
5. End for
6. Evaluate and obtain the current best solution $Route_{\text{best}}(i)$
7. While $j <= I_{\text{tabu}}$
8. For $k = 1 \ldots n$
9. Perform local search operators using 2-opt and 1-1 exchange moves
10. Check the aspiration criteria
11. Update $Route_{\text{best}}(i)$ and update the tabu list
12. End for
13. Increment $j$ by 1
14. Check the end condition of tabu search
15. End while
16. Update the pheromone concentration
17. Update $S^*$ if there is an improvement
18. Check the end condition of the ACO algorithm
19. End for
20. Return the best solution $S^*$

5. Study Area and Data Description

With the acceleration of global change and urbanization, urban storm flooding disasters caused by continuous heavy rain have become more and more frequent in some metropolises [44–46]. Water on road surfaces will greatly affect traffic along these roads. In severe circumstances, vehicles can become stranded on some roads because the water depth exceeds the safety threshold of vehicles. Traffic along these roads is cut off by water, causing serious traffic congestion on adjacent roads. Hence, it is important to develop reliable route plans for rescuing stranded vehicles.

The study area of this research is the central urban district of Guangzhou city. It is located in southern China and has abundant rainfall during the summer, which can easily lead to serious urban storm flooding disasters. Once this kind of disaster occurs, people and vehicles stranded in flooded areas should be rescued as quickly as possible. According to the Guangzhou Water Affair Annual White Paper released in 2013 [47], three flood rescue teams were set up in Guangzhou, and one warehouse containing specialized rescue equipment was established. The transportation network comprised 791 road segments and 690 road nodes.

We used the urban flooding disaster that occurred on 14–15 August 2013, as an example to verify the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed MORR model and algorithms. The urban rainstorms caused by Typhoon Utor resulted in dozens of flooded areas. The exact locations of the 10 most severely submerged flooded areas and the warehouse are shown in Figure 5, where flooded areas are denoted by their IDs.

The stochastic travel times of the roads in this study were derived from the GPS-enabled tracking data of taxis. With the rapid development of information technology, city-wide data from global positioning system (GPS) receivers equipped on taxis have been collected and made available. This data has been widely applied in traffic status analyses [47,48]. Travel time variations can be measured using taxi-enabled GPS tracking data for travel time estimation. On the other hand, large-scale GPS tracking data can cover a city-wide traffic network, which can support research on emergency logistics by providing real data related to real road networks. The GPS data used in this study came from the Guangzhou Commission of Transport, a municipal administration governing the operation of taxis, buses, and other types of road transportation. The data covered all the taxi companies in Guangzhou.
The GPS-enabled taxi data included records of the license plate number, latitude, longitude, speed, and status of the taxis, taken every 20 s. This research used GPS-enabled taxi data from 14–15 August 2013, for the analysis.

To measure the travel time along road segments of varying lengths, minute/km was adopted as the unit. The average travel time was calculated at intervals of 10 min. Before computing the mean and variance values of each road segment, we fitted the distribution of the samples extracted using a simple random sampling method with both a lognormal distribution and a normal distribution. The fitting results are shown in Figure 6. From the comparison of the $R$-squared and reduced chi-square values, it can be inferred that the lognormal distribution model was superior to the normal distribution model, in this study.

![Figure 5](image1.png)

**Figure 5.** Experimental area, including the locations of 10 flooded areas and the equipment warehouse.

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6.** Distribution of road travel times.
6. Experiment and Results

To evaluate the rescue performance of the proposed model under uncertain traffic conditions, three problems were defined for comparison (Table 2).

**Problem S1**: The objective was to minimize the average travel time (ATT) of rescue paths under a deterministic network (DN), with the road travel time as the weight.

**Problem S2**: The objective was to minimize the travel time budget (TTB) of rescue paths with an on-time arrival probability, $\alpha$, under a stochastic network (SN).

**Problem S3**: The objective was to minimize the TTB of all rescue paths, as well as the maximum TTB of an individual rescue vehicle (Max-TTB) with an on-time arrival probability, $\alpha$. This is a multiobjective optimization, performed to balance the time costs of different rescue paths.

As defined above, Problem S1 represents the traditional approach, which ignores travel time uncertainty. Problem S2 represents the optimal rescue routing plan under a stochastic network. Problem S3 aims to balance the time budgets of different rescue routes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Network Conditions</th>
<th>Optimization Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The upper-level VRP network was first built, before rescue route planning. The average travel times between the warehouse and the 10 flooded areas are shown in Table 3. The ID of the warehouse is 0, and the IDs of the flooded areas range from 1 to 10. In addition, the travel time budgets between the warehouse and flooded areas are presented in Table 4. The budgets were calculated by using the multicriteria label-setting algorithm mentioned in Section 4.2, with an on-time probability of $\alpha = 0.9$, which is a high probability used to guarantee that rescue vehicles will arrive at the flooding points on time. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the average travel times were less than the travel time budgets for each VRP node pair, which implies that the fastest paths are not always reliable if the stochastic characteristics of the transportation network are considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>19.44</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>51.41</td>
<td>18.17</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>16.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>27.16</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>47.87</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>12.62</td>
<td>12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.99</td>
<td>23.39</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>44.10</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>21.33</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>42.03</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>19.25</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.30</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>23.48</td>
<td>31.18</td>
<td>13.93</td>
<td>25.82</td>
<td>21.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.83</td>
<td>17.88</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>35.66</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>12.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>13.05</td>
<td>22.47</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>43.18</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>42.53</td>
<td>38.37</td>
<td>34.83</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>17.84</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>33.51</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>35.84</td>
<td>31.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.39</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>33.24</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>7.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>14.07</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>44.61</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>12.97</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>21.38</td>
<td>14.31</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>42.09</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>17.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Travel time budgets between the warehouse and flooded areas with on-time probability $\alpha = 0.9$ (min).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>25.51</td>
<td>39.12</td>
<td>28.58</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>62.18</td>
<td>24.77</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>22.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>21.06</td>
<td>34.86</td>
<td>24.21</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>17.67</td>
<td>17.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19.31</td>
<td>27.28</td>
<td>16.29</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>50.63</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>17.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.46</td>
<td>21.61</td>
<td>19.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>27.59</td>
<td>19.08</td>
<td>17.39</td>
<td>50.99</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>24.96</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40.91</td>
<td>36.22</td>
<td>28.93</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>30.51</td>
<td>38.95</td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>32.97</td>
<td>28.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>17.81</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>17.76</td>
<td>43.62</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>20.19</td>
<td>17.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>17.85</td>
<td>29.32</td>
<td>18.45</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>52.59</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>52.12</td>
<td>47.49</td>
<td>40.38</td>
<td>40.24</td>
<td>22.19</td>
<td>32.65</td>
<td>41.91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>31.05</td>
<td>44.39</td>
<td>39.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>24.88</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>40.94</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>11.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>23.89</td>
<td>30.63</td>
<td>18.82</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>54.01</td>
<td>17.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>22.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>22.83</td>
<td>17.92</td>
<td>18.01</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>19.18</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>51.09</td>
<td>12.71</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several main parameters in the proposed ACO-TS: $\delta$, $\beta$, $\varrho$ for ACO, and $L$ (the length of the tabu list) for the TS algorithm. These can affect the algorithm’s ability to find optimization solutions and its convergence speed. Previous literature suggests some empirical values or value ranges for these parameters [35,38]. We looped through the ACO-TS with different parameter combinations to find the optimal value. In these iterations, the values of $\delta$ and $\beta$ were increased from 0 to 2 by increments of 0.2. The value of $\varrho$ was increased from 0.6 to 0.9 by increments of 0.1. The value of $L$ was increased from 1 to 10 by increments of 1. Table 5 lists the parameters used in the proposed ACO-TS.

Table 5. Parameters used in the proposed algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_{\text{ant}}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{\text{tabu}}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{ant}}$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_1$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_2$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first compared the routing results of the proposed ACO-TS with those of the VRP tool in the ArcGIS Network Analyst module to verify the efficiency of our proposed method. The VRP tool is based on tabu search metaheuristics. As a classical indicator, the total length of the routes was used for comparison. As shown in Table 6, the total length of the routes of the ACO-TS was 52.62 km, which was less than that of the classical VRP tool in the ArcGIS Network Analyst module. This comparison demonstrates the technical strength of the proposed ACO-TS.

Figure 7 illustrates the optimization of $R$ via the iteration process in problem S3. In each iteration, the objective value was optimized via ACO first, then the candidate solutions were optimized again using the tabu search strategy with neighbor search operators. The differences between the objective values obtained via ACO and TS indicated that the integration of ACO and TS improved the efficiency and capability of optimization.
TTBs of S2 were reduced by 14.8% when compared to that of S1. This result shows that the proposed model can find rescue routes with a high on-time arrival probability that have the almost shortest route length and average travel time. Note that the differences in the TTBs among the open routes of S2 were still very large. In S2, the TTB of open route 1 was 71.28 min, while the TTBs of open routes 2 and 3 were only 21.80 min and 23.99 min, respectively. This result implies that flooded area 7 will wait at least 71.28 min before being visited. In S3, since the maximum TTB was 0.9, a value that was 34.38 min greater than the ATT value. The results quantitatively indicated that the planned routes in S1 were uncertain.

Regarding the values of the open route length, ATT and TTB, we found that the differences in sums of the open route length and ATT between S2 and S1 were very small, while the sum of the TTBs of S2 were reduced by 14.8% when compared to that of S1. This result shows that the proposed model can find rescue routes with a high on-time arrival probability that have the almost shortest route length and average travel time. Note that the differences in the TTBs among the open routes of S2 were still very large. In S2, the TTB of open route 1 was 71.28 min, while the TTBs of open routes 2 and 3 were only 21.80 min and 23.99 min, respectively. This result implies that flooded area 7 will wait at least 71.28 min before being visited. In S3, since the maximum TTB of the open routes was also minimized, the TTB of each open route was more balanced. The TTBs of open routes 0, 1, and 2 in S3 were 49.27 min, 56.41 min, and 23.99 min, respectively. The flooded area with the longest waiting time was also area 7, but its waiting time was reduced to 56.41 min.

### Table 6. Rescue route performances of the ACO-TS and the ArcGIS VRP tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Route No.</th>
<th>ACO-TS</th>
<th>ArcGIS VRP Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Routes</td>
<td>Length (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1-10-3</td>
<td>12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0-9-2-6</td>
<td>12.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-8-5-4-7</td>
<td>28.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>———</td>
<td>52.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7.** Objective value of R in the optimization process using the ACO-TS.
Table 7. Rescue routing plan performance for S1, S2, and S3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Open Route No.</th>
<th>Open Routes</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>ATT (min)</th>
<th>TTB ($\alpha = 0.9$)</th>
<th>$\mu$ (min/km)</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0→8→5→4→7</td>
<td>31.57</td>
<td>64.84</td>
<td>86.58</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0→1→2→9</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>18.58</td>
<td>24.72</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0→6→10→3</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>19.56</td>
<td>26.06</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>55.40</td>
<td>102.98</td>
<td>137.36</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0→8→5→4→7</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>67.33</td>
<td>71.28</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0→6→2→9</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>17.76</td>
<td>21.80</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0→1→10→3</td>
<td>12.71</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>23.99</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>53.23</td>
<td>105.00</td>
<td>117.07</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0→2→9→5→4</td>
<td>23.71</td>
<td>44.08</td>
<td>49.27</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0→6→8→7</td>
<td>24.26</td>
<td>51.40</td>
<td>56.41</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0→1→10→3</td>
<td>12.71</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>23.99</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>115.39</td>
<td>129.67</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rescue routes of S1 and S2 are displayed on the road networks in Figure 8a,b, respectively. The three open routes all started from the warehouse, then covered different flooded areas. For S1, the flooded area coverage sequence of open route 0 was 0→8→5→4→7, that of open route 1 was 0→1→2→9, and that of open route 2 was 0→6→10→3. For S2, the flooded area coverage sequence of open route 0 was also 0→8→5→4→7, that of open route 1 was 0→6→2→9, and that of open route 2 was 0→1→10→3. It should be noted that although the flooded area coverage sequence of the first open routes of S1 and S2 were the same, the path details were different between flooded areas 4 and 7. The routes of S2 serve as good guides for rescue vehicles transporting equipment along the fastest paths under a very high on-time arrival reliability ($\alpha = 0.9$). For S3, the flooded area coverage sequence of open route 0 was 0→9→2→5→4, that of open route 1 was 0→6→8→7, and that of open route 2 was 0→1→10→3. The route details of S3 are displayed on the road network shown in Figure 8c.
The travel time budget of the optimized routes of S1, S2, and S3 may vary with the on-time arrival proposed model, and the cumulative probability density curves of their open routes are illustrated in travel time budgets of all three open routes of S3 was larger than that of S2, in terms of balancing the does not seem to change with the variation in on-time arrival probability. Although the sum of the shapes of S2 and S3, it can be inferred that the difference in travel time budget between S2 and S3 for open route 1, S2 outperformed S3. For open route 2, the two curves overlapped. From the curve Figure 10. For open route 0, S3 outperformed S2 regardless of the on-time arrival probability, while for different on-time arrival probabilities. S2 and S3 are both optimal routing plans derived using the travel time budget than the routes of S1 for different on-time arrival probabilities, a comparison of the cumulative probability density curves of the open routes of S1 and S2 was conducted, as shown in Figure 9. For open route 0, when the on-time arrival probability was above 0.55, the travel time budget of S2 was less than that of S1. For open route 1, when the on-time arrival probability was above 0.3, the travel time budget of S2 was less than that of S1. For open route 2, when the on-time arrival probability was above 0.1, the travel time budget of S2 was less than that of S1. That is, if the on-time arrival probability is required to be larger than 0.55, the routes of S2 are better than those of S1. Therefore, the proposed model considering travel time reliability is important for the flood disaster rescue route planning discussed in this study, for which a high on-time arrival probability should be guaranteed.

The above analyses and comparisons are all based on an on-time arrival probability of 0.9. Another question is whether the difference in travel time budget between S2 and S3 will change for different on-time arrival probabilities. S2 and S3 are both optimal routing plans derived using the proposed model, and the cumulative probability density curves of their open routes are illustrated in Figure 10. For open route 0, S3 outperformed S2 regardless of the on-time arrival probability, while for open route 1, S2 outperformed S3. For open route 2, the two curves overlapped. From the curve shapes of S2 and S3, it can be inferred that the difference in travel time budget between S2 and S3 does not seem to change with the variation in on-time arrival probability. Although the sum of the travel time budgets of all three open routes of S3 was larger than that of S2, in terms of balancing the
waiting time of people trapped at each flooding point, S3 was better than S2 regardless of the on-time arrival probability.

Figure 10. Cumulative probability density curves of the open routes of S2 and S3. (a) Open route 0; (b) Open route 1; (c) Open route 2.

7. Conclusions

The research presented in this paper introduced a multiobjective rescue routing (MORR) model based on travel time reliability in a stochastic network, for a case in which the road travel time is strongly influenced by urban storm flooding disasters. A hybrid metaheuristic integrating ACO and TS, named ACO-TS, was proposed to solve the MORR model. Experiments based on a real-world case were conducted to evaluate the proposed model and algorithm. The study area was the central urban district of Guangzhou city, which is located in southern China and experiences abundant rainfall during the summer. The objective was to plan routes for rescue vehicles, to guide them to flooding points as quickly as possible under a high on-time arrival probability.

Three problems (S1, S2, and S3) were defined to evaluate the rescue performance of the proposed model. S1 was the basic situation, without consideration of the traffic uncertainty, while the plans of S2 and S3 were derived using the proposed model. By comparing the travel time budgets of S1, S2, and S3, we were able to draw several conclusions. First, when traffic uncertainty was not considered, the on-time arrival probability of the planned routes was low if the rescue vehicles were expected to finish the routes within the average travel time. Second, when the on-time arrival probability was required to be larger than 0.55, the route plan of S2 was better than that of S1. Third, S2 and S3 were non-dominated route plans with different weight combinations of objective F1 and objective F2. In terms of balancing the waiting time at each flooding point, the routing plans of S3 were better than those of S2, regardless of the on-time arrival probability.

Our proposed model and algorithm can help decision makers design reliable and quick rescue routes, and they can also be applied to other emergency rescue events in which the travel time in the transportation network is stochastic. The on-time arrival probability was set to 0.9 for the case study, which is a high on-time arrival probability. Emergency management departments can set higher on-time arrival probabilities according to the urgency of the rescue task. We plan to improve our model and algorithm in the following ways. First, it would be better if the spatial correlation between neighboring road segments is taken into consideration when estimating the values of \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) of rescue paths. Second, it is assumed, in this study, that link travel times are stable during the rescue mission. It is necessary to extend the proposed model and the algorithm to a stochastic time-dependent network, in which link travel times vary with time. Third, it is necessary to extend the proposed model and algorithm to the case of multidepot rescue routing problems.
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